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Re:  Wheels or Wheel Blanks 
 
Contact:  Adam C. Mercer Telephone — (703) 838-1911 mercer@nmfta.org 
 
Proponent:  Freight Classification Development Council 
 
Present Classification Provisions 
 
Item Description Class 
 
  AUTOMOBILE PARTS GROUP: subject to item 17800 
20020  Wheel Parts, steel, see Notes, items 20021 and 20022, viz.: 
    Bases, tire; 
    Bands; 
    Clamps, rim; 
    Discs; 
    Felloes; 
    Flanges; 
    Flanges, hub; 
    Locks, tire bead; 
    Rims; 
    Rings, side or locking; 
    Wedges, rim; 
     In boxes ....................................................................................................... 60 
20021 NOTE—Provisions do not apply on assembled or one-piece automobile wheels. 

For provisions applicable to assembled or one-piece automobile wheels, 
see item 197592, 'Wheels, NOI, requiring or suitable for use with tires.' 

20022 NOTE—Not Involved. 
  PLASTIC OR RUBBER ARTICLES, OTHER THAN EXPANDED, GROUP: subject to 
    item 156500 
157230  Tires, pneumatic, other than mounted on wheels, see Notes, items 157231 
     and 157234 ............................................................................................... 110 
157231 NOTE—For provisions applicable to pneumatic tires mounted on wheels, see 

items 12420, 197590, 197592 and 197597, with the final determination of 
item dependent upon the involved wheel and tire combination. 

157234 NOTE—Not Involved.  
197240 WHEELS OR WHEEL BLANKS:  
197260  Wheel Blanks, built-up wood, in boxes or crates ................................................ 70 
197270  Wheel Blanks, cog, gear, pinion or sprocket: 
 Sub 1   Brass or bronze, rough cast, or machine finished but with teeth uncut, 
      in boxes or crates ................................................................................. 77.5 
 Sub 2   Iron cast or forged and fiber combined, not further finished than 
      rough machined, in packages ........................................................... 77.5 
 Sub 3   Iron, not further finished than rough machined ............................................ 60 
 Sub 4   Iron, with machine finish but with teeth uncut .............................................. 70 
197330  Wheel Blanks, iron or steel, NOI, cast or forged, not further finished than 
     rough machined ........................................................................................ 60 
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Present Classification Provisions — Continued 
 
Item Description Class 
 
  WHEELS OR WHEEL BLANKS: subject to item 197240 
197337  Wheels, cog, gear, pinion or sprocket: 
 Sub 1   Brass or bronze, in boxes, crates or drums ..................................................... 92.5 
 Sub 2   Fiber or plastic, with or without hubs, in boxes or drums ............................ 100 
197339  Wheels, cog, gear or pinion, iron or steel, in packages ..................................... 65 
197350  Wheels, bogie or idler, NOI, army tractor tank, see Note, item 197352 ............ 70 
197352 NOTE—Will also apply on rubber tired bogie or idler wheels but not on rubber 

tires mounted on steel rims or bases. 
197390  Wheels, caster, in bags, boxes or drums; or loose if diameter is 12 inches or 
     over ............................................................................................................. 65 
197417  Wheels, horse-drawn vehicle: 
 Sub 1   Wire, in boxes or crates ................................................................................. 150 
 Sub 2   Iron or steel, NOI .............................................................................................. 85 
197440  Wheels, idler, crawler-type tractor, other than army tractor tank, iron or 
     steel, in packages ...................................................................................... 65 
197460  Wheels, irrigation pipeline, spoke type, aluminum: 
 Sub 1   SU .................................................................................................................... 500 
 Sub 2   Taken apart, sections nested, see Note, item 197462 ................................ 300 
197462 NOTE—Item 110, Sec. 13(a), will govern, except that the words 'two or more' 

may be substituted for 'three or more.' 
197465  Wheels, irrigation pipeline, spoke type, iron or steel: 
 Sub 1   SU .................................................................................................................... 500 
 Sub 2   In half sections, sections nested, see Note, item 197462 ............................ 300 
 Sub 3   Rims removed and nested and hub-spoke sections taken apart and 
      spokes interlaced ............................................................................... 300 
197480  Wheels, motorcycle or motorcycle sidecar, in boxes or crates ...................... 125 
197520  Wheels, roller skate, composition with metal race, in boxes ............................. 85 
197560  Wheels, toy vehicle, rubber or composition, other than hollow molded, in 
     boxes........................................................................................................... 70 
197583  Wheels, NOI, not requiring nor suitable for use with tires: 
 Sub 1   Brass or bronze, in boxes, crates or drums ..................................................... 92.5 
 Sub 2   Iron or steel, further finished than hubs machined, with or without 
      bearings, lubricators or bearing races, see Note, item 197586 ........ 77.5 
 Sub 3   Iron or steel, not machined or not further finished than hubs machined, 
      with or without lubricators or bearing races, see Note, item 
      197586 ................................................................................................... 70 
 Sub 4   Wooden: 
 Sub 5    Loose ......................................................................................................... 150 
 Sub 6    In boxes or crates ..................................................................................... 100 
197586 NOTE—Also applies on the following accompanying wheel attachments: bolts, 

nuts, lugs, rings, hub extensions, counterweights, rims, rim tools, hubcaps, 
wrenches or hub and drum assembly. 
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Present Classification Provisions — Concluded 
 
Item Description Class 
 
  WHEELS OR WHEEL BLANKS: subject to item 197240 
197590  Wheels, spoked, with or without tires, other than automobile, 
     motorcycle, motorcycle sidecar or agricultural implement wheels, 
     in boxes or crates, subject to Item 170 and having a density in 
     pounds per cubic foot of: 
 Sub 1   Less than 8 ...................................................................................................... 200 
 Sub 2   8 or greater ...................................................................................................... 85 
197592  Wheels, NOI, requiring or suitable for use with tires, with mounted tires or 
     without tires, see Note, item 197586: 
 Sub 1   Metal, other than iron or steel, or metal combined with iron or steel, 
      in boxes, see Note, item 197593.......................................................... 85 
 Sub 2   Iron, steel or wood ........................................................................................... 70 
197593 NOTE—Wheels over 10 inches in diameter may be shipped loose. 
197597  Wheels, NOI, or Wheel Blanks, plastic, other than hollow molded, in boxes: 
 Sub 1   Without tires .................................................................................................... 100 
 Sub 2   With mounted tires ........................................................................................... 70 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THIS SPACE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK  
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Proposed Classification Provisions 
 
Item Description Class 
 
  AUTOMOBILE PARTS GROUP: subject to item 17800 
20020  Wheel Parts, steel, see Notes, items 20021 and 20022, etc ................... No Change 
20021 NOTE—Provisions do not apply on assembled or one-piece automobile wheels. 

For provisions applicable to assembled or one-piece automobile wheels, 
see item A-NEW.  

20022 NOTE—No Change. 
  PLASTIC OR RUBBER ARTICLES, OTHER THAN EXPANDED, GROUP: subject to 
    item 156500 
157230  Tires, pneumatic, other than mounted on wheels, see Notes, items 157231 
     and 157234 .................................................................................... No Change 
157231 NOTE—For provisions applicable to pneumatic tires mounted on wheels, see 

items 12420 and A-NEW, with the final determination of item dependent 
upon the involved wheel and tire combination. 

157234 NOTE—No Change.  
197240 WHEELS OR WHEEL BLANKS: Cancel; no further application. 
A-NEW Wheels or Wheel Blanks, NOI, see Note, item B-NEW, in boxes or crates, 
    subject to Item 170 and having a density in pounds per cubic 
    foot of: 
 Sub 1  Less than 1 ............................................................................................................ 400 
 Sub 2  1 but less than 2 ................................................................................................... 300 
 Sub 3  2 but less than 4 ................................................................................................... 250 
 Sub 4  4 but less than 6 ................................................................................................... 175 
 Sub 5  6 but less than 8 ................................................................................................... 125 
 Sub 6  8 but less than 10 ................................................................................................. 100 
 Sub 7  10 but less than 12 ................................................................................................. 92.5 
 Sub 8  12 but less than 15 ................................................................................................. 85 
 Sub 9  15 but less than 22.5 .............................................................................................. 70 
 Sub 10  22.5 but less than 30 .............................................................................................. 65 
 Sub 11  30 or greater .......................................................................................................... 60 
B-NEW NOTE—Applies on wheels or wheel blanks whether or not requiring or suitable 

for use with tires, and whether or not with tires mounted. 
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Proposed Classification Provisions — Continued 
 
Item Description Class 
 
  WHEELS OR WHEEL BLANKS: subject to item 197240 
197260  Wheel Blanks, built-up wood, etc ....................................................... Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197270  Wheel Blanks, cog, gear, pinion or sprocket, etc ............................. Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197330  Wheel Blanks, iron or steel, NOI, etc ................................................... Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197337  Wheels, cog, gear, pinion or sprocket, etc ........................................ Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197339  Wheels, cog, gear or pinion, iron or steel, etc ................................... Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197350  Wheels, bogie or idler, NOI, army tractor tank, etc ........................... Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197352 NOTE—Cancel; no further application. 
197390  Wheels, caster, etc ............................................................................... Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197417  Wheels, horse-drawn vehicle, etc ....................................................... Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197440  Wheels, idler, crawler-type tractor, other than army tractor tank, 
     iron or steel, etc ........................................................................ Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197460  Wheels, irrigation pipeline, spoke type, aluminum, etc .................... Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197462 NOTE—Cancel; no further application. 
197465  Wheels, irrigation pipeline, spoke type, iron or steel, etc .................. Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197480  Wheels, motorcycle or motorcycle sidecar, etc ............................... Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197520  Wheels, roller skate, composition with metal race, etc .................... Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197560  Wheels, toy vehicle, rubber or composition, other than hollow 
     molded, etc .............................................................................. Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197583  Wheels, NOI, not requiring nor suitable for use with tires, etc ........... Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197586 NOTE—Cancel; no further application. 
197590  Wheels, spoked, with or without tires, other than automobile, 
     motorcycle, motorcycle sidecar or agricultural implement 
     wheels, etc ................................................................................ Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197592  Wheels, NOI, requiring or suitable for use with tires, with mounted 
     tires or without tires, etc ............................................................ Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
197593 NOTE—Cancel; no further application.  
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Proposed Classification Provisions — Concluded 
 
Item Description Class 
 
  WHEELS OR WHEEL BLANKS: subject to item 197240 
197597  Wheels, NOI, or Wheel Blanks, plastic, other than hollow 
     molded, etc .............................................................................. Cancel; see 
          item A-NEW 
 
Analysis 
 

Introduction 
 

 This proposal is based on the information developed through Research Project 1485, 
which was initiated to review the transportation characteristics of wheels, NOI, as embraced 
by item 197592. The project was later expanded to include the entirety of the Wheels or Wheel 
Blanks generic heading, item 197240, that names various types of wheels or wheel blanks. 
These provisions can be difficult to interpret, apply or verify. Moreover, the involved 
commodities exhibit a wide range of densities. The transportation characteristics below relate 
to items 197260, 197270, 197330, 197337, 197339, 197350, 197390, 197417, 197440, 197460, 
197465, 197480, 197520, 197560, 197583, 197590, 197592 and 197597, as shown in the Present 
Classification Provisions herein. 
 

Transportation Characteristics 
 
Density—The information of record includes 54,309 density observations submitted by carriers 
and obtained from the FCDC’s Density Study1. The densities range from 0.47 to 37.21 pcf, with 
an overall average density of 11.61 pcf. As shown in the graph on the following page, the 
density distribution is center-peaked, with figures distributed throughout the range.  
  

 
1 The Density Study is part of an ongoing effort by the FCDC to collect information on actual shipments 
across all product categories handled by the LTL industry. Carriers that choose to participate in the 
Study periodically submit shipment data captured through their respective freight auditing programs. 
The FCDC uses verifiable data points, identified by NMFC item, that include the weight and the 
dimensions and/or cube of the shipping unit. 
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Handling, Stowability and Liability—There have been no reports of unusual or significant 
handling, stowability or liability concerns. 
 
Conclusion 
 
 Based on the foregoing analysis, this proposal would cancel items 197260, 197270, 
197330, 197337, 197339, 197350, 197390, 197417, 197440, 197460, 197465, 197480, 197520, 
197560, 197583, 197590, 197592 and 197597 with reference to a new item, naming “Wheels or 
Wheel Blanks, NOI,” with classes predicated on the FCDC’s standard 11-subprovision density 
scale2. 
  
 A new attendant Note would be established to clarify the application of the new item. 
 
 Notes, items 197352, 197462, 197586 and 197593 would be canceled as having no 
further application, as would the generic heading, item 197240. 
  
 Notes, items 20021 and 157231 would be amended for clarification.  
 
 The FCDC’s Packaging Manager has reviewed the proposed minimum packaging 
requirements, i.e. “in boxes or crates,” and determined that they are appropriate for the LTL 
environment. 

 
2 The FCDC’s standard 11-subprovision density scale includes reference to Item (Rule) 170, the 
inadvertence clause. 
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